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Chapter V.	 Space and Time.

For a variety of reasons attention is now
, directed to the notions of•space and time. Not only are

these notions puzzling and so interesting, but they throw
considerable light on the precise nature of abstraction,
they provide a concrete and familiar context for the fore-
going analyses of empirical science, and they form a natural
bridge over which we may advance from our examination of
science to an examination of common sense. 	 five

The present chspter falls into 041 sections.
First of all, there is set 'forth a problem that is peculiar
to physics as distinct from ocher natural Big{ sciences such
as chemistry and biology. Secondly, there is worked out a
descriptive account of space and time. Thirdly, an attempt
is made to formulate their abstract intelligibility. Fourthly,
there follows a discussion of rods and tank clocks. Finally,
the concrete intelligibility of space and time is indicated.

1. The Problem Peculiar to Physics.

o formulate this problem, distinctions must
be drawn 1) between propositions and expressions and 2) between
invariant and relative expressions.

For present purposes the distinction between
propositions and expressions will be indicated sufficiently
by such illustrative s -catesments as the following.

"It is cold" and "Il fait iroid" are two
expressions of the same proposition.

Again, "2 + 2 • 4" and "10 f 10 a 100" are
respectively the decimal and binary expressions of the same
proposition.

Now just as'different expressions may stand
for the same proposition, so the same expression under different
circumstances may stand for different propositions. This
fact leads to a distinction between invariant and relative
expressions.

Expressions are named invariant if, when employed
in any place or at any time, they stand for the same proposition.

Expressions are named relative if, when employed
in different places or at different times, they stand for
different propositions.

Thus, "2 e 2 • 4" stands for the same proposition
no. matter where or when it is uttered. It is invariant. On
the other hand, "John is here now" taxs stands for as many
different propositions as there are places in which it is uttered
and times at which it is uttered. It is relative.
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1.2 A 	It is not difficult to discern the reason why
some expressions are invariant and others are relative. For
if an expressions stands for an abstract proposition, it contains
no reference to any particular place or time; if it contains
no reference to particular places or times, it contains no
element that might vary with variations of the place or time
of the speaker. Inversely, if an expression stands for a
concrete proposition, it will contain a reference to a particular
place or time and so it will include an element that can vary
with variations of the speaker's position and time.

• The point may be illustrated by contrasting
the use of the copula, "is," in the two expressions, "John is
here," and "Pure water is H2O." In the first expression,
which stands for a concrete proposition, the copula is relative
to the time of utterance; the nrammatical present tense of
the verb, to be, has its proper force; and saying that John
is here has no implication that John was or was not here, or
that John will or will not be here. On the other hand, to
say that pure water is X2&xHS& H2O is to utter an abstract
law of natu•e; grammatically, the copula occurs in the present
tense, but it is not intended to confine the force of the
expression to the present time. For if really it is true that
pure water is H20, then necessarily pure water was k H2O even
before oxygen was discovered and pure water will remain H2O
even after an atom-bomb has eliminated anyone interested in
chemistry. In brief, the copula, "is," in abstract expressions
occurs not in thenxexcissi ordinary present tense but rather in
an invariant tense that abstracts from particular times.

a 	r ,,,q fr 	44 e. .
1 •3	 Now if the invariance or relativity of expressions
follows from the abstractness or sesmalie concreteness of the
propositions for which they stand, then, since all mathematical
principles and all notuaal laws of the classical type are
abstract, it follows that their appropriate expression must
be invariant.

In fact, such invariance of expression is secured
automatically in mathematics, in chemistry, and in biology.
2lase There never arose any tendency to write out the multiplication
table or to state the binomial theorem differently in Germany
and France, in the nineteenth or twentieth centuries. In like
manner it would be impossible to find relative expressions
for the hundreds of thousands of formulae for chemical compounds.
Such sta,ements simply contain no reference to space or time,
and so cannot vary with variations of the speaker's position
or epoch.

However, the science of physics does not enjoy
the same immunity. It investi• :ates local movements, and it
cannot state their laws without some reference to places and
times. Since the laws contain a reference to places and times,
they include an element that can vary with variations of the
speaker's position and time. Accordingly, there arises a problem
peculiar to physics. Just as the ordinary language develops
an invariant copula to express general truths, so too the
physicist has to find spatio-temporal invariants if he is

ito employ the appropriate invariant expressions in stating
laws of local motion.          
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2. The Description of Space and Time.

Before tackling the problem peculiar to physics,
it will be well to review the materials or data that are
involved. Such a review is a task for description and, as
we have seen, descriptions are cast in terms of experiential
conjugates. Accordingly, we shall begin from elementary
experiences, work out the resultant notions of space and time,
and show how they necessarily involve the use of frames of
reference and of transformations.

2.1 4Mare 'There exist certain elementary and familiar
experiences of looking, moving about, grasping, etc.

The experiences themselves have a duration.
They occur, not all at once but over time. Moreover, correlative
to the duration of the looking, there is the duration of what
is looked at. Correlative to the duration of the moving, there
is the duration of what is moved through or over. Correlative
to the duration of the grasping, there is the duration of what
is grasped. Descriptively, then, a duration is either an
immanent aspect or quality of an experience or a correlative
aspect or quality of what is experienced.

While duration is commonly attributed both to
the experience and to the experienced, extension is attributed
only to the latter.' The colors I see, the surfaces I grasp,
the volumes through which I move, all have extension. But
it would seem paradoxical to sneak of the extension of the
experience of seeing, of the experience of grasping, of uhe
experience of moving. Descriptively, then, extensions are
correlative to certain elementary and familiar experiences,
but they are in the experienced and not in the experiencing.

2.2	 Let us now define Space as the ordered totality
of concrete extensions, and Time as the ordered totality of
concrete durations. Furtner, let us give notice that henceforth,
when Space and Time are written with capital letters, the words
will be employed in accord with the foregoing def inicions.

For bes1c,es the totalities of concrete extensions
and concrete durations, there also are merely imaginary totalities.
What a man experiences, he also can imagine. As he experiences
extension, he also imagines extension. As he experiences
duration, he also imagines duration. Our concern is, not with
imaginary extopnsions or imaginary durations, but with the
concrete extensions and durations correlative to experience.

Immediately, h^'wever, there arises an obvious
difficulty. For neither the totality of concrete extensions
nor the totality of concrete durations falls within the experience

let/	 of the human race,/Xis alone the human individual. For this
reason the definition refers, not to any totalities, but, to
ordered totalities. It is true enough that only a fragment of
concrete extension and of concrete duration fall within human
experience. Still, one can take that fragment as origin.
Beyond the extension that is experienced, there is further
aatana7tiex extension; and since it is continuous with the
extension of experience, it is not merely imagined. Similarly,
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beyond the duration of exerience, there is further duration,
and since it is continuous with the duration of experience,
it is not merely imagined.

There follows a simple criterion for distinguishing
between the notion of concrete Space or Time and, on the other
hand, merely imaginary space or time. witi;hin concrete Space
there is some extension that is correlative to experience;
all other extension in space is related to that concrete extension;
and in virtue of tha;; relation all mthaxext other extension in

!L	 ri.•	 `4 :^'	 ^ 	^-	 -	 ..	 .. \ 	 - ..

Space is concrete. Similarly, a notion of concrete Time is
constructed about a nucleus of ex-erienced duration. On the
other hand, merely inkacinary space or line contain no part
that is correlative to actual experience.

From the criterion there follows a Owellar
corollary. Imaginary space or uime may or may not be stlractsd
structured about an origin. s But notions of concrete Space
or Time must be structured about an origin. For only fragments
of concrete Space or Time enter into human experience, and so
it is only by a relational structure to given extensions or
durations that totalities of extensions or durations can be
concrete. In other words, frames of refer ence are essential
to the notions of Space and of Time.

els. a .. 	 tiatitstuves
Frain". lattam-t,

2.3	 Frames of pole , reference are structures of
relations employed to order totalities of extensions and/or
durations. They fall into three main classes: the personal,
1:he public, and the special.

First, everyone has his personal reference
frame. It moves when he moves, turns when he turns, and keeps
its "now" synchronized with his psychological present. The
existence of this personal reference a frame is witnessed by
the correlation between the place and time of the speaker
and, on the other hand, the meaning of such words as here, there,
near, far, right, left, above, below, in front, behind, now,
then, soon, recently, long ago, etc.

Secondly, there are public reference frames.
Thus, men become familiar with the plans of buildings, the
net-work of streets in which they move, the maps of their
cities, countries, continents. Similarly, they are familiar
with the alternation of night and day, with the succession of
weeks and months, with the me use of clocks and calendars.
Now such relational schemes knit tos ,ether extensions and durations.
But they are not personal reference frames than shift about
with an individual's movements. On the contrary, they are
public, common to many individuals, and employed to translate
the here and now of the rersonal reference frame into generally
intelligible locations and dates. Finally, the difference
between personal and public adz reference frames comes out
clearly in the occurrence of such ^uestions as, where am. I?
What time is it? What is the date? Everyone is always aware
that he is him here and now. But further knowledge is required
to correlate one's here with a place on a map and one's now
with the reading of a clock or a calendar.
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Thirdly, there are special reference frames.
A basic position, direction, and instant are selected.
Coordinate axes are drawn. Divisions on the axes are specified,

at any// and so any point # instant can be denoted univocally as an
(x, y, z, t) •

Special reference frames may be mathematical
tftr. or physical. They are mn themat ical if they order an
imaginary space and time. They are physical if they order
concrete Space and Time. The distinction is brought to light
by selecting any (x, y, z, t) and asking where and when it is.
For if the frame is physical, the answer will be to indicate
some precise point in Space and some precise instant in Time.
But if the frame is mathematical, the answer will be that
any point-instant whatever will do.

2.4 Transformations
There can be as many distinct reference frames

of any kind, as there are possible origins and orientations.
From this multiplicity there follows the problem

of transposing from statements relative to one reference frame
to statements relative to another.

Solutions may be particular, and then they are
obtained by inspection and insight. Thus, when two men face
each other, one may observe that the region of Space to the
right of one man is to the left of the other, and so one concludes
that under such circumstances what for one is "right" for the
other is "left." In like manner, maps of different countries
may be correlated by turning to the map of the continent that
includes both countries, and clocks in different positions
may be synchronized by appealing to the earth's spin.

Special reference frames admit a more general
solution. Let the point (x, y , z) in the frame, K, be identical
with the point specified as (x', y', z') in the frame, K'.
From Geometrical considerations it will be possible to find
three equations relatingp x, y, and z, respectively to x', y',
and z' and, further, to show that these equations hold for any
point (x, y, z). In this fashion there are obtained transformation
equations and by the simple process of substitution as any
statement in terms of x, y, z can be transformed into a statement
in terms of x', y', z' .	 front

For example, the wave-NO of a light signal
emitted from the origin of a frame, K, might be the sphere

x2 4 y2 4 z2 = c2t2

The equations for transforming from the frame, K, to a frame, Kt,
might be

x = x' - vt' ; y = y' ; z = z' ; t si t' .

On substituting, one would obtain the equation of the wave-front
in the frame, K', namely,

(x' — vt') 2 4 y' 2 4 z' 2 =	 c2t' 2        

,^ 7   
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2.5 Generalized Geometry.
In the foregoing consideration of transformations,

the procedure was basedjin the special case upon geometrical
considerations. It is north noting that the inverse procedure
is possible, that is, that from a consideration of transformations
one can work out the general tneory of geometries.

Consider any function of n variables, say,

F(xl, x2,...) MO 0

and any n. arbitrary transformation equations, say,

xi =	 Xl (x^ l , x' 2 ,...)

x2 =	 X2(x11, x' 2 ,...)

which on substitution yield 	 the new function, say,

G(xt 1, xt 2, ...)	 a 0

Let these mathematical expressions have a geometrical
interpretation, so that the initial variables in xi refer to
die4wegiaasAalong the axes of a coordinate system, K, and the
subsequent variables in xt i refer toAdAsd bra along the axes
of another coordinate system, Kt , and the transformation
equations represent a shift from the reference frame, K, to
the frame, Kt .

Now mathematical expressions have the same
meaning, stand for the same x+aapast#aaa[ propositions, and
require the same geometrical interprestation, if they have
the same symbolic form. For the meaning of a mathematical
expression resides, not in the material symbols employed, but
in the form of their combination to indicate op_ erations of
adding, multiplying, and so forth.

Accordingly, when the symbolic form of a
mathematical expression is unchanged by a transformation,
the meaning of the expression is unchanged. But a transformation
is a shift from one spatio-temporal stand-point to another and,
when expressions do not change their meaning under such shifts,
then, as we have seen above, the expressions are invariant
and the ground of that invariance is that the expressions
stand for abstract and generally valid propositions.

Now the principles and laws of a geometry
are abstract and generally valid propositions. It follows

that the mathematical expression of the principles and laws
of a geometry will be invariant under the ;ma permissible
transformations of that geometry.

Such is the general principle, and it admits
at least two applications. In the first application, one
specifies successive sets of transformation equations, ma
de uermines the mathematical expressions invariant under those
transformations, and concludes that the successive sets of
invariants aapresait represent the principles and laws of
successive geometries. in this fashion one may differentiate
Euclidean, affine, projective, and topological geometries.
See, for instance, the summary outline offerred by V, Lenzen
in his Nature of Physical Theory, New York 1931, pp. 59 ff. 

0
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A second, slightly different application of the
general principle occurs in the theory of Riemannian manifolds.
The one wax basic law governing all such manifolds is given
by the equation for the infinitesimal interval, namely,

ds2 =LZ giidx i^ i 	[i, j = 1, 2,... n]

where dx , dx2 s ... are differentials of the coordinates, where
the coefficients, gi •, are functions of the coordinates, and
where in general thee are n2 products under the summation.
Since this equation defines the infinitesimal interval, it must
be invariant under all permissible transformations. However,
instead of working out successive sets of transformations,
one considers any transformations to be permissible and
effects tile differentiation of different manifolds by imposing
restrictions upon the coefficients. This is done by appealing
to the tensor calculus. For tensors are defined by their
transformation properties and it can be shown that, in the
present"instsmy, if the coefficients, gi  ii, are any instance
of a covariant tensor of the second degre ē , then the expression
for the infinitesimal interval will be invariant under arbitrary
transformations. It follows that there are as many instances
of the Riemannian manifold and so as many cistinct gxombzins
geometries, as tr_dre are dxstlxat7$siaax instances of covariant
tensors of the second degree employed to sp._cify the coefficients,

Thus, in the familiar Euclidean instance, gij is unity
w do i e auals , j,; :ant it is zero when i does not equal l; and
there are three dimensions. In Minkowski space, the gii is
unity or zero as before, but there are four dimensions, and
a^ e-ryuals ict. In the General Theory of Relativity, the coefficients
are symmetrical, so that gi equals gii; and in the Generalized
Theory of Gravita.ion, the 6oefficients are anti-symmetrical.

2.6 A Logical Note.
It is to be observed that transformation equations,

operations of transforming, the definition of tensors by their
transformation properties, and the whole foregoing account of
the differentiation of geometrical manifolds belong to higher-order
statements.

For distinct reference frames assign different
specifications to the same points and instants and they assign
the same specifications =maxi (numbers) to different points
and instants. Accordingly, they must belong to differaent
universes of logical discourse, else endless ambiguities would
result. Now the relations between different universes of dis-
course can be stated only in a further, higher-order universe
of discourse; in other words, the relations bet..een different
universes of discourse regard, not the things specif ied in those
universes, but the specifications employed to denote the things.
Thus, a transformation equation does not relate points or instants,
but it does relate different gays of specifying the same a points and
ab# instants. Similarly, such a property as invariance is a
property, not of a geometrical entity, but of an expression
regarding geometrical or other entities.
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3. The Abstract Intelligibility of Space and Time. 

The argument began from a problem peculiar to
physics. Because that science deals with objects in their
spatial and temporal relations, the expression of its principles
and laws does not automatically attain the invariance proper
to such abstract propositions. However, as was shown in Chapter II,
this difficulty can be turned to profit, inasmuch as the physicist
can posit a postulate of invariance and then employ that postulate
as a heuristic norm in determining which expressions can
represent physical principles and laws.

The second strand of the argument consisted in
an outline of the descriptive notions of Space and Time. It
began from experiences of concrete extensions and durations
and it showed that we can form notions of all concrete extensions
and of all concrete durations if, and only if, these totalities
are ordered by frames of reference. Essentially, then, the
descriptive nation of Space is of Space-for-us and the descriptive
notion of Time is of Time-for-us. Again, one might say that
these notions necessarily contain, on the one hand, an empirical
or material element and, on the other hand, an intelligible or
formal element. The empirical or material element consists of
concrete extensions and of concrete durations. The intelligible
or formal element orders these materials into singular totalities.
Moreover, without this intervention of ordering intelligence,
the notion of Space cannot be both concrete and all-embracing,
and similarly the notion of Time cannot retard the totality of
concrete durations.

Still, these descriptive notions of Space and
Time cannot contain the intelligibility that is explanatory of
Space and of Time. It is true that they contain an intelligible
or formal component. But that component is the order of a
reference frame, and reference frames are an infinity. They
can be the intelligibility of Space-for-us and of Time-for-us,
that is, they can be the manners in which we intelli gently
order extensions and durations in accord with the convenience
of the moment. But they cannot be the immanent intelligibility
that is explanatory of Space nor the immanent intelligibility
that is explanatory of Time, for reference frames are infinite,
but the correct explanations are unique.

However, this gives rise to a further problem.
On the one hand, if we retain reference frames, we are dealing
with infinities of formally different notions of Space and Time.
On the other hand, if we drop reference frames, then our inquiry
is confined either to merely imaginary space and time or else
to tale relatively fuw extensions and durations that fall within
our experience. It is this dilemma that reveals the significance
of transformations and invariance under transformations. For,
while such considerations belong to a higher-order universe
of discourse, which directly regards not objects but expressions
referring to objects, still they can serve to point the way
to grasping the intelligibilities immanent in Space and in Time.
Inasmuch as we say what we think, a the properties of our
expressions reflect the properties of our thoughts. Inasmuch
as we think intelligently, the properties of our thoughts 1e12e
reflect the properties of our insights. In this fashion, the         

C'	 0
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invariance of expression has already been traced to the
abstractness of what is thought or meant and, at an earlier
stage of the inquiry, the abstractness of classical laws
was grounded on the enriching contribution of insight.
Accordingly, we shall not be venturing into a new line of
thought, if we argue that the set of insights, by which we
grasp the intelligibility immanent in Space and Time, will be
the set that is formulated in spatial and temporal principles
and laws invariant under transformations of reference frames.

Clearly enough, this conclusion gives no more
than a generic answer to our question. It amounts to saying
that the immanent intelligibility of Space and of Time will
be formulated in one of the geometries that fall under the
generalized notion of geometry. There remains the task of
assigning the specific geometry that governs concrete extensions
and concrete durations. Still, one has only to mention this
task to be reminded that there is a problem peculiar to the
empirical science of physics, that this problem arises in
physics inasmuch as it is involved in spatial and temporal
relations, and that the general form of its solution is to
postulate the invariance of physical principles and laws.,

3.1A	 It is time to turn from talk about what we
propose to do and settle down to the work of doing'it.

The abstract formulation of the intelligibility
immanent in Space and in Time will be one of the possible sets
of definitions, postulates,x and inferences that systematically
unify the relations of iimarette extensions and of asnowst.
durations.	 All such possible sets of definitions, postulates,
and inferences^ 	'be	 geometries. The : efore, the abstract
formulation of the intaii intelligibility immanent in Space and
in Time will be a geometry.

The express ion of the principles and laws of
any geometry will be invariant. For principles and laws are
independent of	 properp	 particular places and times, and so their io er
expression cannot vary with variations of spatio-temporal
stand-points.

o try ma ; :e exp: = ed to •e algebraic
t an :,ebrP i ormula on. T•: Alge a ic f
to a t geo trical terpre .ation ly  ti^

refere•ce fra :s and, _ any .se,
oreove a geo ►•-trg

h4oreo r, if : r-eo
the appLc t ion w

Nor over, a geometry cannot refer to Space or
to Time except through a reference frame. Accordingly, the
invariance proper to the expression of geometrical principles
and laws is an invariance under transformations of reference
frames.

,---.
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There follows at once the generic solution. The
abstract formulation of the intelligibility of Space and Time
consists in a set of invariants under transformations of reference
frames. However, there is a range of such sets of inv , riants,
and so there remains the task of &tarming determining the specific
solution.

We note, accordingly, that the relevant intelli-
gibility is immanent in concrete extensions and in concrete
durations. It is an intelligibility that belongs not to the
imagined but to the experienced. Now the empirical canon of
complete explanation has already assigned to natural science
the duty of doing for experiencedieNtsait4aas and durations
exactly what is done for experienced colors, experienced sounds,
ex p erienced heat, experienced electro-magnetic phenomena.
Further, physics is the natural science on which this duty
falls, as appears from its peculiar problem of invariance.
Again, if the physicist solves his peculiar problem and arrives
at an invariant expression of his principles and laws under
transformations of reference frames, he cannot avoid reaching
the specific ' solution which we are seeking. For the specific
solution we are seeking is the set of invariants under trans-
formations that is verifiable in experienced extensions and
durations.

The abstract formulation, then, of the intelligibility
immanent in Space and in Time is, generically, a set of invariants
under transformations of reference frames and, srecifically,
the set verified by physicists in establishing the invariant
formulation of their abstract principles and laws.

A corollary may be added. The intelligibility
immanent in Space and in Time is identical with the intelligibility
reached by physicists investigating oh:ects

as involved in spatial and temporal relations.
Hence, to eliminate the concrete objects of physics would be
to eliminate the intelligibility of Space and of Time. Again,
inasmuch as physical objects are involved differently in s_-atial
and temporal relations, there result different in elligibilities
of Space and of Time. This conclusion may be illustrated by the
possibility of different types of tensors being employed to

1
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3•2 k 	While the forego..ng argument of itself says
nothing for or against the verifiability of Euclidean geometry,
still it supposes that Euclidean geometry is not the one and
only true geometry, and it admits the possibility of other geometries
being verifiable.

The supposition is, of course, far more fundamental
than the admission. It is difficult not to find theirs inspiration
of rationalism, which deduces everything else from alleged
self-evident principles, in the notion that Euclid formulated
the one and only true geometry. After all, the supreme rationalist
wrote on his title page, Ethica ordine geometrico demonstrate.
Still, these high matters lie beyo:d the range of present
considerations though, in due course, we hope to meet this
issue with a distinction between analytic propositions, which
are not far from tautologies, and analytic principles, whose
terms and relations are verifiable in the ex ax existent.

At any rate, present concern has to be confined
to meeting claims that Euclidean geometry obviously is verified
in concrete extensions and that ordinary notions of simultaneity
obviously are verified in concrete durations.

N44,14, Clearly, there is a sense in which these
claims are true. It has been seen that one cannot form a notion
of Space without invoking a frame of reference. It is plain
that men form notions of Space and, no less, that the frames of
reference they construct satisfy Euclidean requirenn nts.
Similarly, one cannot form a notion of Time without introducing
a frame of reference, and the frame ordinarily introduced is
necessarily In complete accord with ordinary notions on simul-
tacnxetyxxxtanlA taneity. Not for a moment would I dispute
the contention that Euclidean geometry and the common view of
simultaneity are both verifiable and verified in the descriptive
notions men form of Space and Time.

However, after granting all that is obvious,
we must now add that it is quite beside the point. The analysis
of descriptive notions of Space and Time has its significance,
but that significance is anthropological. It reveals how men
commonly proceed from the extensions and durations of experience
to the totalities named Space and Time. On the other hand,
when we admit that Euclidean geometry might not be verifiable,
we are spa<kiwg speaking of a verification, not in human notions,

•	 but in concrete extensions and durations. hie are not asking how
we are asking men find it convenient to conceive Space and Time;b/scientists

how/ may correctly explain Space and Time. Were the scientists in
0	 question the psychologists, one might appeal

to what is obvious in the mentality of iestern man.
But the scientists in question hapren to be physicists, and
the data of consciousness, however clear, are not among the
data proper to phsymi physics.

So much, then, for the sweeping claim thatltour
conclusion must be wrong because its error is obvious.
remains that objections may be less sweeping, and these must
now be met.
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ettraLk4latt.
363A	The absolute space and the absolute time of
Newtonian thought possess the twofold merit of exhibiting
an "obvious" view and of inviting criticism that goes to the
root of the matter.

Suppose a penny to fall to the floor of a
moving train, and ask for an account of the trajectory of the
fall. Unfortunately, there are many accounts. Relativdly
to the floor, the trajectory is a vertical strai:-ht line.
Relatively to the earth, it is a parabola. Relatively to axes
fixed in the sun, it is a more complicated curve that takes
into account the spin and orbit of the earth's movements.
Relatively to the rgceding nebulae, it contains still further
components. fttterthere is only one penny in question,
and there is only one fall. which, really, is the trajectory?

Newton would answer by distinguislh3 between
true and apparent motion. Both are relative. Bub, while
apparent motion is relative to other bodies, such as the
train, the earth, the sun, the nebulae, true motion is relative
to an eternal set of immutable places named absolute space.
If one thinks of apparent motion, one can say that the penny
moves relatively to the train, the train relatively to the
earth, the earth relatively to the sun, and the sun relatively
to ahe nebulae. But if one thinks of true motion, one can say
that, perhaps 	 the sun, and the nebulae have a common
velocity relatively to a set of eternal and immutable places.

Moreover, if Newton named his absolute space
mathem<tical, he also considered it real. He admitted the
difficulty of determining when there was a true motion. But
he was far from aclmowledgina such a conclusion as impossible.
On the contrary, he performed his famous bucket experiment
to show that true motion relative to absolute space could be
detected. A bucket of water was suspended from a twisted rope.
The bucket span and, for a while, the surface of the water
remained flat. The surface then hollowed out into a paraboloid.
Eventually, the bucket ceased to spin, but the surface remained
hollow. Finally, the surface became flat again. Now the
hollowing of the surface of the water is was due to the rotation
of the water and, as this hollowing occurred both while the
bucket was spinning and while the bucket was not spinning, it
could not be merely an ap-'arent motion relative to the bucket.
Therefore, it was a true motion relative to absolute space.

Let us now turn to criticism.
F •      
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Let us now turn to criticism.
First of all, the bucket experiment does m t

establish the existence of an absolute space. From the experi-
ment one might conclude that really and truly the water was
rotating; for in the hollowing of the surface one might verify
a centrifugal acceleration; and if there is a verified centri-
fugal acceleration, there is a verified motion. However,
true motion in the s e nse of verified motion is one thing;
and true motion in the sense of motion relative to absolute
space is quite another. The bucket experiment does not establish
true motion in this second sense. Indeed, the sole link between
the experiment and absolute space lies in an equivocal use of
the term, true.

Secondly, the Newtonian distinction between
true and apparent motion involves the use of an extra-scientific
category. There are the dar,a of experience. There are
inquiries,insights, and formulations. There are verifications
of formulations. But just as Galileo impugned given colors,
sounds, heat, and the like as merely apparent, so Newton
impugned as apparent the observable chanr-es of p relative
position of observable bodies. Just as Galileo affirmed as
real and objective the primary qualities a2 that are mathematical
dimensions of mauter in motion, so Newton, after eliminating
experienced motions as apparent, aclmowledaed as true the motions
relative to anxalsaolu.taxsparse a non-experienced absolute space.
What is this truth of true motion? Though Newton confused it
with the truth of experiment and verification, it has to be
something else; otherwise, there would be no confusion. what,
then, is it?

A fuller account will be attempted when we treat
the notion of objectivity, 	 For the present,
it will suffice to recall that the Galilean assertion of the
reality and objectivity of primary qualities was not in accord
with the canon of parsimony but, as we have seen, extra-scientific
(see Chapter III, §5. ). In simpler terms, Galileo's real
and objective was the residue left in the popular category
of the "really out there," after colors, sounds, heat, etc.,
had been eliminated. By parallel reasoning, Newton's absolute
space was the "really out there" but emptied not only of Galileo? s
secondary qualities but also of his own apparent motions.
From this position to Kant's, it is an easy step. For Kant, as
for his scientific predecessors, all sensible presentations were
phenomenal. But, while Newton secured a miaaphyaiaec metaphysical
status for his absolute space by naming* it the divine sensoritun
(see E. A. Burtt, The Metaphysical Foundations of Modern Science,
London and New York, 1925, pp. 257 ff.), Kant rave this empty
"really out there" a critical status by making it an a priori
form of human sensibility.

Thirdly, Galileo, Newton, and Kant were looking
for some sort of absolute, but whey were looking in the wrong
places. They sought the apt real as opposed to the uwaanst
apparent, only to end up with everything apparent, the notion
of the real included. Let us follow a different tack. Then
every content of experience will be equally valid, for all are
equally given, and all equally are to be explained. Next,
explanations result from enriching abstraction, and so tney
are abstract, and tieir proper expression must be invariant.
Thirdly, not every explanation is equally correct; some can
be verified, and some cannot. There follows  at once the

C ••	 )
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conclusion that the real, objective, true consists of what is
known by formulating and verifying invariant principles and laws.
Our account of Space is simply a -articular case of that conclusion.

Fourthly, ilium let us attempt to meet the problem
of the trajectory of the penny. As we have seen, possible frames
of reference are infinite; but in any determinate frame of reference,

only//	 there is/Wione correct trajectory for -Ole penny. Next, while
some possible frames of reference are more convenient than others,
still all are equally valid, and so t:,-ere are many correct
trajectories for the penny. Further, this involves no contradiction;
just as what is to my right can be to your left, so the one
fall of i:he one penny can be a straight line in one frame of
reference and a parabola in another frame of reference; there
would be a contradiction only if the same fall were both a
straight line and a parabola in the same frame of reference.
Finally, this position is not unsatisfactory. As long as we
are speaking of particular things at particular times in particular
places, we cannot avoid employinm relative expressions; for it
is through our senses that we know the particular; and our senses
are in particular places at particular times. On the other hand,
invariant expression, which is independent of the spatio-temporal
stand-point of particular thinkers, is a property of abstract
propositions; it can be demanded only of the principles and lays
of a science; and the trajectory of the fall of a particular penny
is not a principle or a law in any sciance.

3•4 4 	The common view of simultaneity possesses, perhaps,
a larger and more ma resolute following than Newton's absolui;e
apace. If two events are at the same time for any observer,
then, we shall be told, they must be at the same time for
every observer.

The first line of defence will be, no doubt,
the principle of contradiction. The sane events cannot be
both at the same time and not at the same time. Therefore,
to say that the same events are skim at the same time for
one observer and not at the same time for another, is simply
to violate the principle of contradiction.

Still, this first line can be turned. Ivhat is
"now" for me writing is not "now" for you r,.ading. If to same
event can be both now (for me) and not now (for you) , it may
be true that "at the same time" belongs to the same class of
relative terms as does "now"; and if it does, then there is no
more a contradiction in saying that events, simultaneous for
one observer, are not simultaneous for another, as there is
is in saying that events of the present for one observer will
be events of the past for another.

The issue is not the principle of contradiction.
The issue is simply whether or not "at the same time" is to be
listed along with such relative terms as "now" and "soon,"
"here" and "there," "right" and "left."

C+
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The simplest approach to the issue is to analyze
elementary apprehensions of simultaneity. Already we have
remarked that we experience duration in-tth both in the sense
that the experiencing ism over time and it the sense i,hat the
experienced endures through time. Now we have to acid that
these two aspects of the experience of duration stand in a
certain order. Thus, when I watch a man crossing a street,
I look out and insttp inspect the distance that he traverses,
but I cannot look out and inspect in the same manner the time

on

he takes to cross. Nor is this surprising. The whole distance
traversed is there to be inspected all at once, but the duration
of the traversing is than there to be inspected, not all at once,
but only in successive bits. Moreover, what is true of the
traversing is also true of the inspecting; it too is, not all
at once, but over time. If one supposed the possibility of
a timeless inspecting, one might infer the inspection of a
four-dimensional continuum in which both distances and durations
were presented in exactly the same fashion. But when inspecting
takes time, then the time of the inspecting runs concurrently
with the time of the inspected.

Such remarks on the apprehension of durations
seem relevant to that an account of the apprehension of simultaneous
durations. Instead of watching one man cross a street, I might
watch two men crossing a street at the same time. Since it
would be perfectly obvious that they were crossing at the same
time, it should be e';ually obvious that there is some tine that
is one and the same. What time, then, obviously is the same?
It must be the mime of the watching. For, in the first place,
the watching has a duration, for it is not alla t once. In
the second place, the duration of the watching runs concurrently
with the duration of what is watched. In the third place,
sfxthm when two movements are the object of one and the same
watching, there area in al], three durations, namely, one in
each movement and one in the watching; but it is the duration
of the ::patching that is apprehended as running concurrently
both with the duration of one movement and with the duration
of the other; and so it is the duration of the watching that
is the one and same time at which both the movements are occurring.

This analysis is confirmed by a consideration of
apprehensions of"apparent" simultaneity. If you stand beside
a man swinging a hammer, then the sight and the sound of the
blow are at the same time. If you stand off at a distance of
a few hundred feet, the sight of the blow is prior to he sound.
In the first case, the sight and sound are at the same time.
In the second marlins case, the sight and the sound are not
at the same time. Still, the blow is always a simultaaeous
source of both light-waves and sound-waves. The reason why
there are different, "a pparent s imultane it ie s must be that the
'appearanceYof simultaneity has its ground in the duration
immanent in the flow of consciousness.

0
4 ' .
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Space and Time

Such seem to be the facts and, like the facts of
relative motion, they give rise to a problem. Is one to follow
Galileo and Newton and insist that, beyond the multiplicity of
merely apparent simultaneities, there is a real, objective,
and true simultaneity that is uni ,lue? If so, one can omit
further Iention of the observer, and one will end up with an
absolute time that flows equably everywhere at once. It will
not be the time of clocks, which run fast or slow. It will nit
be the time of the spinning earth, for under the action of the
tides and the sat receding moon, that spin is decelerating.
It will be an exact., constant velocity that at every point in

perpetually/ the universe/separates the present from the past and the future
in precisely the same manner.

Still, this absolute time will n,t be what we
have defined as Time. For Time, as we defined it, is an ordered
totality of concrete durations. It includes the concrete durations
both of our experiencing and of what we experience. Through
an ordering structure or reference frame it reaches out to embrace
in a single totality all the other concrete durations which we
do not exerience yet we do relate to the concrete durations
that are experienced. In contrast with this Time, absolute time
simply lies outside exrerience. It meets the requirements of
snVabsei a mathematical ideal and, stenp;ely enout., unlike
other mathumatical ideals, it is said to be "really out there."
Rather, it once was t' - ought to be really out there. For the
Newtonian rejection of experienced du at ions as apparent time
in favor of a non-ex-erienced absolute time promptly trans
was truisfaxmei followed by Kant's transformation of absolute
time into an a priori form of human sensibility.

Nor is this the only complaint a,r;ains t the
Newtonian procedure. As absolute space, so absolute time is
a result of looking for the absolute where the absolute does

• t .	 •

Z.	 .	 . • r i	 e e no
not exist. If it were true that events, simultaneous for one
observer, must be simultaneous for every other observer, then
it would be true that expressions of simultaneity are invariant.
But there is no reason to ex-,ect invariant expressions of
simultaneity, for invariance results from abstractness, and
no statement regarding the particular times of particular events
is abstract. From the very structure of our cognitional apparatus,
particulars are known through our senses, and our senses operate
under spatio-temporal conditions. They cannot escaple
relativity and so, if an absolute is wanted, it must be sought
on the level of inuelligence which by abstraction from
particulars provides a ground for invariant expressions.
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3.5 ,,	 We have been speaking of the elementary durations
and simulcaneities of the personal reference frame. But,
besides personal refernence frames, there are public and special
reference frames, and They call for a few remarks.

Aristotle defined time as the number and measure
of local motion derived from successively traversed distances.
Such is the time of the spinning earth end of clocks. "Two
o'clock" is a number and "two hours" is a measure. Both are
reached from the local motion of the hands o'er the face of a
dial.

However, trere are many local motions, and
every one successively traverses a series of distances. It
follows that, though all do not yield numbers and measures
indic-..ting time, still all could do so. Objectively, then,
and fundamentally there are many times.

This implication of the Aristotelian position
was noted by Aquinas. However, it seemed to him, not an important
truth, but rather an objection to be answered. Time must be•	 _ _	 • 	 t •	 ..	 •.	 .	 _	 . ► u	 e .:.

oca m
am

one, and so he ap ealed to the primum mobile, the outermost
eulotquil celestial aphm-sphere . There was only one such
sphere, and it had only one local motion. Moreover, as it
grounded all other local motions both in the sky and on the
earth, the time of its movement must be the ground of all other
times. (See S. Thom_, s Aquinas, In IV lib. Phys. Arist.,
lect. 17, ed. Leon. Rome 1884, vol. 2, p. 202, §§3, 4).

One will be inclined, I think, to agree that
as long as Aristotle's primum mobile was supposed to exist,
our universe was supplied with single, standard time.
On the other hand, once Copernicus eliminaued the Ptolemaic
system, that standard time no lonr;er was possible and, in its
place, there arose the problem of synchronization, of making
many movements yield a single time for public and special
reference frames.

Suppose, then, an agrTe,gate of clocks scattered
about the universe. Let their relative positions be/known
in terms of some reference frame, K. Let light signals be
sent from the origin of coordinates to the clocks and reflected
from the clocks back to the origin. Then, a synchronization
of clocks might be effected by laying down the rule,

2t as '0 4 t"

where t is the reading of the distant clock when the light
signal—is received and reflected, and where t' and t" are the
readings of the clock at the origin when the—light signal is
emitted and when it returns.

However, synchronization by this rule would
be successful, only if the ou •.: srd and the aemtn return journeys
of the light signal took the same length of time. To satisfy
this re uirement, one might distinguish between basic and
derived synchronizations and demand that the basic synchronization
take place with clocks that are at rest with respect to the
ether and in a reference frame that similarly is at rest.
Then, synchonization in moving frames would be the synchonization
of their clocks with the clocks of he basic frame, and there
would follow for all point-instants an observable time that
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conformed to the properties of Newton's absolute time.
There is, however, one difficulty to this solution.

One can in principle su.poose any number of reference frames
exhibiting all as many varieties of relative motion as one
pleases. One can supply each frame with clocks that, relatively
to the frame, are at rest. But a difficulty arises when one
attempts to select the frame that absoluuely is at rest and,
if one cannot determine the basic synchronization, much less
can one reach the derived synchronizations.

Still there is an alternative. Instead of seeking
the absolute ea in the field of particular reference frames,
one can seek it in the field of abstract propositions and
invariant expressions. Accordingly, one may postulate that
the mathematical expression of physical principles and laws
be invariant under inertial transformations, and one may note
that from the postulate it follows that in all reference frames
moving with a relative mamma uniform motion the velocity of
light will be the same. For the consequent derivation of the
Einstein-Lorentz transformation and of Minkowski space, the
reader may be Neff referred to Lindsay and Margenau, pp. 333 ff.
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3.	 Before closing this section, it will be well
to set forth briefly the principles that have guided us in
determining the abstract intelligibility of Space and Time

,s	 and,	 , to indicate the grounds that lead to
/4	 different views.Our position follows from our account of

abstraction. Because the principle or law is abstract, its
expression cannot vary with varia,ions of spatio-temporal
stand-point. On the other hand, because we know particulars
through spatio-temporally conditioned senses, we know them
from some point and instant within space and Time. It follows
that concrete places and times are apprehended only as relative
to an observer, that tlxe their totalities can be embraced only
through the device of reference frames, that reference frames
will be many, and that transformations of reference frames can
involve changes in the relativity of places and times to observers.
Accordingly, it would be a mistake to look for the fixed or
absolu.6e on the level of particular places and Limes; the only
absolute relevant to Space and Time resides in the abstract
propositions whose expression remains invariant under permissible
transformations of reference frame.

On the other hand, opposed positions take their
stand on the premise tnat something fixed or absolute is to be
acknowledged on the level of sense. In the Aristotelian world
view, this was supplied by the outermost celestial sphere
which bounded effective Space and, for Aquinas at least, provided
the universe with a standard time. Newton's absolute space
and absolute time were in the first instance imaginary mathematical
constructions; but they were objectified through a confusion
of the truth of verification and the truth,of rzior to intelligence
and thought, that resides in a "really out there"; finally, they
were given a metaphysical status by being connected with the
omnipresence and the eternity of God. Kant simplified this
position by making Newton's empty space and time into a priori 
forms of the sensibility.   

C'	 ©
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4. Rods and Clocks.

On Galilean and Newtonian suppositions, measurements
of distance and of duration are invariant, so that if a measurement
is correct in any frame of reference, the same rn asurement must
be correct in all frames of reference that are permissible.

On the Special Theory of Relativity the invariant
is the four-dimensional interval, ds, where

ds2 a dx2 ; dy2 ; dz2 - c2dt2

Hence, if the value of ds is correct in any reference frame,
the same value must be correct in all permissiible frames. On
the other hand, the values of the spatial components, di, d^ , dz,
and the value of the temporal compontent, dt, can be correct
in one reference frame without therefore being correct in other
permissible frames. As is clear from the above equation, the
spatial and temporal components can assume any number of values
compatible with the constancy of the interval, ds.

Clearly enough, ti sxtheory this theory necessitates
some revision of earlier notions on measurable ma gnitudes,
standard units, measuring, and measurement. For on the earlier
view a meaurement of a distance or, 1 duration is some single
number valid in all reference frames. On the new view a measurement
of a distance or a duration/id a series of numbers in correspondence
with a series of reference frames.

Such a revision is not easy. Ordinarily people
form their notions of measurements at a time when they take
Newtonian presuppositions for granted. Later, when they are
confronted with relativity, they are apt to be content to make
obvious alterations without thinking thin 7s through to a fully
coherent position. There results a piecemeal and inadequ' , te
revision of basic concepts and this manifests itself in a parade
of alleged Einsteinian paradoxes.

Our proposal is to attempt a khzo thorough
revision. First, we shall examine the elementary paradox that
the measuring rods of one reference frame are both shorter and
longer than those of another, and that the clocks of one frame
run both slower and faster than those of another (for an ezposi,,_vn,
see Lindsay and Margenau, pp. 339 ff). Secondly, we shall work

. out a generic notion of measurement that is independent of
differences between Galileo and Einstein. Thirdly, we shall
show how the same generic notion admits differentiation into
the two different specific views.
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volocity of 11 C_'I]t io tbic; omno conotant in all frame of rAforonco.

Acoord2ncly, on nip irtnrprotat3on onnat2ono (a) and (G) arc

tr:}m toce thor, and at once it is ap1:aront that a riiota; zco lx ► awoon
oimultaraoono poalt2ono in aims boon tronofornod into a c'tiotanco

totiroon pooi.ti.ona that aro not aimultanoouo in KI . But ovon

Cinderowia'o fo7.>t ciottla 000ra ?e.rce if one nenoU.t'ed the ciiotanco

botunon the tip of her too at one inmt^.nt ai3^.i, the hac:I: of hor ht3o1

at anothor; and ouch la tho vicrr In .:;' of the standard unit of

loneth In K.	 oqu^t? no (9) and it (10) are talon

;ocot.ae:r to raven). that,  rftt for ^ io a time intoz'val on the namo

stationary clock s, for T._;,' in a cli^forolce in time ixotrroon cloczua
in difforont pooltiono. It tol?oc•r© that tho d3•ff'oa^orzco in timo

cyVon by actuation (10) roouatn not only from the difforonQo in

E
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time civen by equation (8) but a3no from tho fact, unclorlyl.re the

tran.aforlat ion. oqu^.tti : Lw, that in ovary frame of retcaronco clocks'

in ttif foron W,pooitiona nro nyncllronizcad by atcrtmZnc the velocity

of iich't to bo the n anoconatant in all franca. Indood, cttlilo

ono may find thin 71.7 t:od of aynctarorainat9.cn to be !Armco, tttai:.o

one may orc7n find it ntranco that there is any prabl.etrl of oyn-

otarpnization, ot,9.? l, cra±zvnd Vint 3s' -Iti.c*,l oddity, there in no

further o(,lai"vy brou'tat to lit"':1t by nma..^.tilnLY (0) to (10) or by

the nimilaregt?^,tino obtained when one tra? ānfoti-3a from U' to 16

A third 9.nt,ot., ;..°a^e Ūntien is in torma of I I1nlzottnitl. orom.

It ctaarlar'to that, stithin the content of Spocir, ā. Relativity, it in a

blunder to nupj ono that a dif:^." rronCo of pG1p9."aion in a merely

apatia:t entity or that a di^i'eroneo of time is a merely tonrroral

entity. IIocico, a standard rod in ©Pa':io»temp.:malr it in not morol.y

a dintamee 1:Yi',hlooll two positions: it in a distance bet t-loo2'Ia a

pcsaitf,an, ln Z, at a"ir.ae, t i, and a poni":„2on, x2, at a tir..o, t2 .
I3irtiarl_y, a otandmrd clock In nrxztio-tonrernl.s it does not

analcn merely temporal c'Iifferoncmo; it aa©l.cna ndifference botwoon

,n, tir_;Q, ti, at a pooiū'.an, al, and a time, t2, at a position, xe
vwi

2 t3oreavrr,, a unit on any ota..^.'.-,,': a rod c1e",e„ml,nen 4N6^ Ma the

nano iav n,a°lnnt apn tio»r,earora3 it,tet• ►val for all f'rmoo of raf+oroncd,
any

nanoly, salty, and a unit onaastandard clock dotorminea onn and

the oano invariant n;a tSo»tonporal interval for all frzmon of

rn^oroncop I2^"10ay, 	 This invariant interval, g, may 'oo obtained

from the 6'ii equations

ate"
and ttin and that csttbotZtutione from equations (3) and (4)

ct11l y1(...:11:3 the nano ronult, unity, as al aMc ►titution© from

Qqcaatiano (5) and (6); oimil^.rl,i, pubatl.",t.t ūirna from octuatiana (7)

and . (8) vill yl.Qlc1 the ammo ro©nl.t, 1g0 an ntabotitutiontc f'roca

^as w (X2 
,. a

1 
)2 .. 02
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 t1
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or'rtti.,:;.o (9) ancl (3.0). Ilotm, vQr, rrtzAi.o otaric:111rd rdlo and cl ock°

dc,tex:ni.no the sane ci; .r.tiowtonporal ^ °-) tervn :.a i'or	 frame(' of

roforonoo, ati.l l thou)	 Vr intervals divida (tl.f.ore: t19

into amblal and tcaripoa.^ral co:aronoFst,o in different francs of

rof'or^<aneo. Ilenco o ne	 cli.ntinf,°li nta t.>ottroon norm]. and abnormal

f'rnnoa 1.3y iLntr.'caucinr, the Clcfinitlono a

A. reference framo to normal to raonauro^on" a if di.fforoncoQ

of ryoaiti.ora hate a tonportal conponont that  if) zoro exit

diff'oroncoo of ti.no tar+.vo a spatial component that to zoro•

A reference frame i,© abnormal to noa©trenanta if

dia: caro:acoo of poait "on lanv© a tcrlporal cotlp?OIiel1t that to not

soro and diffcronoQa of tino Irmo a op^.tic,l c Pror onont that to

not ūor4.

pianrr.st:b-)nn,? 1y tlslta :leans Viet roforenc4 I'm-Joa o rode, , ci.00l,a, arid

nocaatara;a2e o ūacacto a'aouad bo ro?.ntivoly at rent if ono' o rruxaoar9.ne

to not to %o corapl9.ccatod by the c►..rablt:t3itloa of trio elementary

paradort.

Finally, it ntq bo noted that, while tho first

interpretation diff'oro from ttin other Um, the ocacand and third

aro Qonrratib2o	 coo:: ? enon'^ary. For the nocond as.t-aa9.na the

d.i.fferaraccao that aria() on tranr+ror-rac units of tt2atanco and tine

by rcam^-i°1°lnc that, traon the ro:l-tivca ve locity la not zoro, the

tr(ZnafCJrnCat i ā ?.2 onnl:ltio3.'.0 cov'?r over a peculiar tnchniet.ro in

oynolaron..̂ .nteti.ona u.ab?ca the third lntcrpro",n.tion o7atonntiz©o ttz©

rrlroalo nr.at . :r.r by cadlvo:A^.n(; to olx:tio—tonporr.1 i:1vnr.2^:nta and

notinc that Cacao invariants 	 differently into spatial and

touroral counorlonto in tlif foront roferonco iranoa• It romr.snp,

iaowevor, tint soncatllirQ bo said on the General notion of r.>on©ttre-

raont proaupta000d by the aocond and third intorprotationo•

yo,01- 	g y^.
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4 .2/ 4.2 The Generic Notion of Measurement.

Empirical inquiry has been conceived as a process
from description to explanation. iie begin from things as related
to our senses. Ve end with thinf*,s as related to one another.
Initial classifications are based upon sensible similarities.
But as correlations, laws, theories, systems are developed, 	 I
initial classicfications undergo a revision. Sensible similarity

	

\.\!

has ceased to be si ;n^.ficant, and definitions consist of xsanaa
technical terms that have been invented as a consequence of
scientific advance. In this fashion bioloaleal classifications
have felt i,he imprint of the theory of evolution. Chemical
compounds are defined by ap -ealing to chemical elements. Chemical
elements are defined by i,hair relations to one another in a
periodic table that has room for elements that, as yat, have
not been discovered or syrumext syntaesized. The basic notions
of physics are a mass, that is distinct from weight, a temperature,
that differs from the intensiuy of the feeling of heat, and
the electro-magnetic vector fields.

Now the principal technique in effecting the
transition from description to explanation is measurement.
We move away from colors as seen, from soonds as heard, from
heat and pressure as felt. In their place, we determine the
numbers named measurements. In virtue of this substitution,
we are able to turn from the relations of sensible terms,
which are correlative to our senses, to the relations of
numbers, which are correlative to one another. Such is tine
fundamental significance and function of measurement.

Further, in constructing these numerical relations
of things to one another, tnere is introduced an almost necessary
simplification of arrangement. If it would be theoretically
possible, it would not be practicable to relate thangs to one
another by stating separately the relations of each to all the
others. The procedure that is both simpler and more systematic
is to select one type of thing or magnitude, to relate all
others directly to it, and to leave to deductive inference
the relations of the otters among themselves. Thus, instead
of noting that Tom is 1/10 taller than Dick, Dick 1/20 shorter
than Harry, and Harry 1/20 of Dick shorter ohanoadrry, one selects
some arbitrary magnitude as standard unit and measures Tom,
Dick, and Harry, not in terms of one another, but in terms of
feet or centimeters.

o )
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A standard unit, then, is a physical magnitude
among other similar physical magnitudes. Its position of
privilege is due to i,he systematic simplicity of implying
the relations of each of these magnitudes to all the others
by stating only the relations of all to some one.

In selecting and determining standard units,
there is a conventional, arbitrary element and, as well, there
is a far larger theoretical element. It is a matter of convention
that the standard fmoa foot is the lennth between notches on
a bar at a certain temperature in a liven place. It is arbitrary
that the foot havens to nave the length it has, neither more
nor less. un the ouh,r hand, the remaining aspects of the
standard unit have their basis in presumed or acquired theoretical
knowledge. 'ghat  is length? Does length vary with temperature?
Does length vary with change of place or of time? Does length
vary with changes of frames of reference? Thin These are
relevant questions. If their answers rest on the results of
empirical science, they are subject to revision when those
results are revised. If their answers can be obtained only
by appealing to the field of basic presuppositions and presumptions,
they will be methodological and subject to the revisions of
methodology.

The fundamental point to be grasped here is a
point teat already has been made. The absoluue resides not on
she level of sensible presentations but in the field of abstract
propositions and invariant expressions. The constancy in tine
of the length of a standard metal bar cannot be ascertained by
comparing its length yesterday with its length today; the field
of observables is limited to the present place and time; today' s
length of the bar can be observed, if today you are in the
right place; but y.sterdayts length has passed out of the field
of observables and tomorrow's has not yvt been ushered in.
It remains that the constancy in time of the length of ohe bar
is a conclusion based on 7eneral knowledge. One ascertains,
as best one can, all the manners in which metal bars can change
in length; one takes precautions to prevent the occurrence of
any such changes in the standard; and, one concludes that, as
far as one knows, no such chac_ge has taken place. In other
words, the constancy of he standard is a conclusion based upon
the invariance of laws, and a revision of the laws will lead
to a new determination of standard requirements.

This possible revision of standards sets a logical
puzzle. How, one may ask, can one reach new laws except through
measurements based on old standards? Blow can the new laws be
correct if the old standards are wrong? How can incorrect laws
lead to the correction of old standards? Behind such questions
there lies a mi:,taken presupposition. Science does not advance
by deducing new conclusions from old premises. Deduction is
an operation that occurs only in the field of concepts and
propositions. But the advance of science, as we have seen,
is a circuit, from data to inquiry, from inquiry Go insight,
from insircht to the formulation of premis,;s and the deduction
of their implications, from such formulation to material operations,
which yield fresh data and, in the limit, generate the new set
of insights named a higher viewpoint. A basic revision, then,
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is a leap. At a stroke, it is a grasp of the insufficiency both
of the old laws and mr of the old standards. At a stroke, it
generates both the new laws and the new standards. Finally,
by the same verification, it establishes toth that both the new
laws and the new standards satisfy the data.

That holds for standards, also holds for their
use. It is necessary to define as accurately as possible the
precise type of magnitude ghat is to be measured. It is necessary
to define the precise procedure that leads from the measurable
magnitude and the s6andard unit to the determina,ion of the
number named a measurement. At each stage in 6he development
of a science, these definitions will be formed in the light
of acquired or presumed kno•'1edra$1. But at every subsequent
stage, there is the possibility of further rompistior acquisitions
or and of new presumptions and so of a revision of the definitions.
Such a revision involves, not the deduction of new conclusions
from old premises, but a leap to fresh premises.

Such, then, is the generic notion of measurement.
Clearly, it contains within itself the possibility of successive
differentiations that result from revisions that occur in the
abstract field of definitions, principles, and laws. To
We have now to turn our attention to the revision involved
in the notions of spatial and temporal measure-rents by the
Special Theory of Relativity.

4.3 Differentiations of the Generic Notion of Measurement.

Let us begin by distinguishing 1) size, 2) length,
and 3) measurement.

By size will be meant magnitude apart from any
geometrical conceptions. It is an elementary, ex-e riential
conjugate, and it is to be characterized in terms of simple
experiences.

Thus, spatial size may be indicated sufficiently
by saying that it varies in two manners. It varies in an
external fashion, inasmuch as the nearer it is, the bigger it
looks. Also it varies in an internal fashion, inasmuch as
it expands or contracts.

Temporal size simi al trly varies in two manners.
There is the external variation, named -'sycholor-ical time,
which rushes by when we are interested and lags when we are bored.

^ ur s eject' e st,	 s;ar^dV' ^-me 	 rgd^•r _.ghi
kD.^ . an  ^ ^ Qf_; w : ; s a 	 oc e s may b_ , rol • red
a • ato , ine. • or d :. pe	 ' . u.sn: . of ° us

=:mt
IN. ; e
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There are also internal t ^3r^'. t es differences between the sizes
of durations; twenty years is a long time, even if one is not
in jail; and a second is a short time, even if one is.

0
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By length will be meant size as fitted into
a geometrical construction.

Spatial length, at a first approximation,
seems simply to be distaxem size in a single direction or
dimension. Still, one does have to use some such expression
as direction or dimension. This fact recalls, not only the
analysis of size into length, breadth, and depth, but also the
requirement that length has to be taken along, a straight line
or geodetic. Further, the ends of a straight line or geodetic
are points, but the ends of a size are hardly just points;
it follows that the size of the material object must have been
submitted to some detailed geometrical analysis, so that boundaries
of the size stand in some unique correspondence with points
on a straight line. Finally, material objects may be varying

may/	 internally in size, and they/be moving locally; an expanding
or contracting object has a bingth series of lengths at a series
of instants; a moving ob ject successively lies bet::een two series
of bounding positions; xnd its length is not the distance between
present and past bounding positions; and so it follows that

an/

	

	 the length of/objects depends, not only on a geometry of space,
but also upon determinations of the ins,ant and of simultaneity.

The length of a duration can be determined only
by adding mechanical to geometrical analysis. There has to be
discovered some constant velocity or some regular Periodicity.
The spatial size traversed by the velocity has to be conceived
in terms of length and divided into eeual parts. Finally,
while the length of a single duration may be determined by
counting traversed parts or recurring periods, still there are
many durations; they have to be related to one another in some
fashion; and so there must be worked out some general determination
of simultaneity or synchronization.

It has t been noted that sizes differ in two
manners; internally, in virtue of expansions and contractions,
prolongations and curtailments; externally, in virtue of the
relative position of our senses and the quality of our subjective
states. The s obvious advantage of the notion of length is
that it eliminates merely external differences of size. Still,
one must not jump to the conclusion that, therefore, length
will prove invariant. As has been seen, determinations of
length depend upon determinations of simultaneity, and it may
be that simultaneity is not invariant. Again, determinations
of length depend upon the supposition of some specific geometry,
and it may hapren that the specific geometry, verified in Space
and Time, does not regard length as invariant.

There remains measurement. On Newtonian
suppositions, a measurement is a number that stands to unity
as the length of the measured magnitude stands to the length
of a standard unit. Thzs, to say that a room is twenty feet
long is to say that the length of the room stands to the length
of a foot-rule as the number, twenty, stands to unity. Again,
to say that a process lasts five seconds is to say that the
length of the process stands to the length of a standard second
as the number, five, stands to unity. Finally, lengths are
invariant under permissible transformations, and so measuremenus
valid in one reference frame are valid in all permissible frames.

E C 0
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mrc invo•rinnt unc't?r prrraiooiblc3 tranoformtiono, nnd CO moaSuro-

riQnto valid in ono roforonco franc aro valid in all lorurin^iblo

€'rr.inoo•

xiou tho tra.ns1, '-. lon to tho oup . oobti:in of Spocial

Relativity may be nffoetod very simply by notir.c an ovoraiciit

in ttio f0ro(;Oinr account of mononr'r1o.lt. Two roQO, Al; mid Ea,
are Qgntil in .!oiictii if and only if A. coinci-'ao with ant tho owe
tino no Z. C'Oi r:lc ic1.oa with go In mi'ticuiar, if hi co9.r3ciāoa with I3
tat one moment and _' coini d©o with ant mother monont, relative

inotic3r^. owed occur c'lurinc tho intorvo,l and no onnnl.ity co°I:;.d not

to aaoort®d. :ir.1i3.o.riy, two cl.ocl7.o, R and .̂3L,, are r3yncronouo

l f and only if rc. ^, :,. 1( ^tr..I:on at th caw time aGrao. In parti-

C3j.11ar, oj%ilc;]T^On.y. ūi".ūion cannot ?X3 aot3nrtt3d on t =10 (',round	 pi that

tho	 rvad'.rco fron R at one aor 300 of ao^..zentu acroo with
the roadinco from ant anot'lor norioo of momenta.

;IoroovQ3.°, no t on':.y in an enact determination of

tbo soaninc of airaul  t^noity an onoontinl co<<11.t,tun in ncaourine

aprti^1 and tonjoral diaforoncoo but a?no, ao had boon noon, it
/3,41

cannot be l,ro®uned that,1/404.2*-W%	 to iclonticc:l for all

opw±.tio-tot:tporal o': anclpointa. Inc1o0d, nine() oiriuitnneity in a

roz.tion botwoon L:nrtictvinr ovonto occurr?nc at particular tinog

in ;artic;u' ar plasm, it ray Uo 07:pocwodAlat---statiltemeity-in

CSxZn :'.o y(;i)tlt) to such notions no "now" and "thong"

Furthor d to c3acare the relativityof alvirvltanvlty,

appoaw mz.iot 'uca• made to woo absolute', But the abooluto in

warmenont an tae abool.utQ in o;: awo and timo sooitlafl in tho

roal.rt of pri.aciplco and lawn. For pr1f:>.ciplco and lam , boctaarno

titiey abot _ act ārrn3 particular pl.acoa and particular timoo, cannot
vrary tpit,3 vcxrlat9.orno In pi nco and timos

lior.̂.co„ tho txLnAc ouppooitian of racraouroraent in  

C 0
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Spocic.l Ro1ativ:.ty will cQlnaido with ito baaic pootulato that

tho nttthorsaticsa1 or.proasion of phyotcal princi_r,ioa and laws io

invariant under Inertial tranofornatir-no. It fo3.lotra that tho

Approprinto Geometry into which mizoo nunt bn fitted to yield

lonct.aa tr211 bo lin?cotra%1 op'~.co. Ftarv.hor, it follotra that the

oorroct not, iorl o" nlrault,aiarity trl:t.i  ND no notion implicit 1)

tihoorotica:=.1y in no Loronto-^i."3a ,oin trnnforr.ra;,ic.n and 2)

oporat ionally in tho fact t`hc.t in all rexernnco frame(' cloche

aro nyne'rronizod by	 oi('na1d and tlio volocity of licht in

alcrayo the an no cothotant s

=lonco, In Opoaial r.olativity the ncnouronQnt of

any opr.tlx.sl or tomporal dif SQronco dotorminoo a opatso-tQnroxal

Athto-. -vr.L1 I) that io invariant fop all roforonco frar.:oo but

2) that r000lvon into difforont opatitil and tomporal coraponr:nt®

^ difforont rol.^.tivay raov4ahG frames.

Farther, adiat/not9.p:h nay bo dro.tnz lotemon

normal and abnormal rcforoiaco fraGIot3• For if a armoured naGni•

tudo io purol.y rapa•wirtl., in a normal frame at will havo a toa1~oral

oŌd7polhtant that in zoro, but in an trtx30rcrtl fpmmo It will  Ia:avo a

temporal col-:'mr ,nt that ia not zero. Similarly, If a waau.rnod

L1Zt.chituc1Q in purely temporal, in n norm' framo it will Ltavo

opatial za4paen component that io noro, but in an abnormal frame

it will Irmo a atntiE±l cozypon,ont that io not noro. It aolloLro

that in !'"G'.t!'3l nrfl nurirc only normal £rnnoo dth0ti1d to ucod If one

in to avoid the coraplonity of dioeovor? ne trio teaposal component

in a spatial aif'fo.ronc.o and tho natal conponont in a tornporal

difference,

It may bo roraarlToQ that on tlao 1ro©rat analysis

ihoro womb to vcuhinh the apparen L3Sr arbitrary division of tho

-naimarna

c
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univ^rao into roan and clocks: on tho aim ono band and, on Lilo

other, ovoryttamng oleo (* ). ror the fun1^.r umA a1 point 1c the

soa ttio rzcAtobiocra^ in^.-_ t^^r..^1^^^r .1.flno^S^L	 ri^ r	 ru^ 	ri^^wurr

Pcientlpt, odl.^.od by P. A. S01ai1pp, Tho Library of Living

I'h,.'? oeot^tioro. Ileu 1.!ork„ 1949 and 1951. P r. 59.
111.01110

rolr3t3.vity of aiaultc►noity, and that relativity ontero into

the very notion of a dof,or,.inavo nQativenont. IIbnc;o, thllo

mea0uro wnto nro ro? r,ticnd t.x3ttroo*.a roan and cloche on the ono

hand and, on the other, ol.l otter art^Cic.1 and tcnpornl nagn3.-

ttdoo, ot1 t 1 there lm no poctxziarlty in roan  .t,'3r.Ū in lacking

in other t3p^,tinl r3a('=aitudon and there in no peculiarity in clocks

that 10 IaCIz1nt; In other to.'.pora1 t.1a(;?7,l^'..t.1do©r

Finally, it lo t:ox'Ila}xS unn"3cooElflr;j to note that

our aeoo.nt of noaama~amat Elat-oa no at :,e;:pt to treat aittaor the

notion of ricar.ocarer:.ent ixipllcit in eencral nolrytivfty or the

Probl eno that wino tflofl the act 9.v'1ty of ^loaat.uc*ing 3.n troc'tueon  t^

co :nc1<'ontal or non-oycstonatic ol<araent into the objoota under

invrotiC,ation. No doubt, them 1nauon co:1.0 not ".)o oaittc7d in

a ronel°tt1 trela tciont of :;ho. on'7jrct, but our purpose -hc+n boon to

reinforco the point that abnoa.ut©a do not -lie in yho field of

conaibl.e pc.rticI3lr..ro and to c1' oaoaociato our account of the

obotract .ā.I:]te17..1 " 1 1)1. 3 .ty of J7 x1Qo tit'1r ; Tine i'T'on the pa8'adoz®Q

that too rortclll.y t^.r.vo boon auppocod to to inherent in , the

GpeciL'.1 Theory of t t0lativi ty.

[Doloto ;fades 276 w 2831 aloo delete .ctddod ahctot to	 277]

Donti7 .= at pace 284: §5. The Concrete Into].1iI",ibillty ••or
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5. The Concrete Intelligibility of Space and Time.

Space and Time have been defined as ordered
totalities of concrete extensions and of concrete durations.

They are distinct from imainary space and
imaginary time, which are totalities of merely imagined extensions
and of merely imagined durations. Moreover, the existence of
this extension distinction reveals that notions of Space and
Time begin from experienced extensions and ex - erienced durations
and employ reference frames to reach out and embrace the totality
of other concrete extensions and concrete durations.

Since reference frames are an endless multiplicity,
their	 order cannot be more than descriptive. If
one would understand, not men's notions of Srlace and Time, but
the intelligibility immanent in Space and in Time, then one
must advance from reference frames to the geometrical principles
and laws whose expression is invariant under transformations.
Moreover, the <;eometry to be reached will coincide with the
geometry determined by physicists in securing invariant expression
for physical principles and laws.

However, such a geometry is abstract. It is
abstract, not indeed in the sense that it is not verified
(for what is wanted is a geometry verified by physicists),
but in the sense that it consists in a set of abstract propositions
and invariant expressions and that, while applicable to concrete
extensions and durations, still is applied differently from
different spatio-temporal view-points. Thus, as long as men
remain on the level of invariant expressions, they are not
considering any concrete extension and duration; inversely,
as soon as men consider concreoe extensions and durations,
each views them differently. The endless multiplicity of
different s.'atio-temporal stand-points and of different
frames of reference, so far from being transcended, re-appears
with every return from the abstract to the concrete.

There is a parallel point to be made. The
abstract intelligibility of Space and Time is coincident with
the solution of a problem in physics. It is the intelligibility,
not so much of Space and of Time, as of physical objects in
their spatio-temporal relations. May one not expect an
intelligibility proper to Space and proper to Time?

Such, then, is the eg question envisaged by
this section on the concrete intelligibility of Space and Time.
What is wanted is an intelligibility grasped in the totality
of concrete extensions and durations and, indeed, identical
for all spatio-temporal view-points.

The answer is easily reached. One has only to
shift from the classical type of inquiry, which has been under
consideration, to the complementary statistical type. It
has been argued that a theory of emergent probability exhibits
generically the intelligibility Immanent In world poi? process.
Emergent probability is the successive realization of the
possibilities of concrete situations in accord with their
probabilities. The concrete ins. elligibility of Space is that
it grounds the possibility of those simultaneous multiplicities
named situations. The concrete intellir~ability of Time is
that it grounds the possibility of successive realizations
in accord with probabilities. In other words, concrete extensions
and concrete durations are the field or matter or potency in
which emergent probability is the immanent form or intelligibility.

c
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